
ALPINE SPA-A500

Alpine Spa-A500 - 5 Seater 
The simplistic design of the Alpine Spa-A500 is appealing to those wanting 
maximum comfort in a clean and basic design. The Alpine Spa-A500 seats five, 
in a beautifully social and inclusive layout which offers two ‘no float’ loungers 
for those wanting to recline. Three corner seats provide spacious seating in a 
comfortable arrangement side by side. 
Overall comfort is prioritized over nonessential features, meaning only the most 
important assets remain. With plenty of upper and lower back jets providing 
hydrotherapy massage it is ideal for both reclining in isolation, or spending 
quality time with the whole family. The Alpine Spa-A500 provides the ultimate spa 
experience, with comfortable hydrotherapy seating to satisfy everyone. 

$

About Alpine Spas
At Alpine Spas our aim is to offer you the best Spa Pool designs at affordable 
prices. All our spas boast the latest in spa pool technology, including the 
impressive Australian-made Spa-quip™ control system, American Lucite™ acrylic 
shell, and the latest water purification systems. Each model is also fitted with 
tough, high-quality, triple layer insulation, designed not only to make heating your 
spa quicker and more efficient, but to ultimately save you money on power. 

We take exceptional pride in our product and can guarantee that each individual 
Alpine Spa is not only crafted with meticulous care, but includes over 40 hours 
of skilled workmanship. Our models are designed in Canada but have been tried 
and tested around the world, so you can purchase with confidence in the designs 
excellent track-record and reputation.

Alpine Spas come backed with impressive warranties, a satisfaction guarantee 
and after-sales service available through our nationwide servicing agents. 
Experience the Alpine difference!
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Dimensions L2000, W2000, H830mm

Water Capacity 950 litres

Weight 280kg

Number of Jets 39 jets - 29 upper & lower back jets, 4 leg jets, 
6 foot & ankle jets

Cover Hard top safety covers with key locks

Shell Material Lucite™ acrylic (made in USA)

Control System/
Panel

Latest Spa-quip™ 601 controller and panel 
(Australian made)

Heater 2.0 kW Spa-quip™ heater (made in USA)

Pump 1x 3HP Water pump 

Filters 1 x 35sq ft Microban™ filters (35sq ft filtration)

Power 
requirements 240V, 15 amps

Accessories Lockable hard top cover & 1x Microban™ filter

Warranty 10 year structural. 5 year acrylic shell, jets & 
heater. 2 year equipment.
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 3x hydro-massage seats  
 2x hydro-massage ‘no float’ lounger 
 3x Air/diversion control valves 
 Stainless Steel jets
 Ozone Water Purification System with latest mixing  
    chamber for maximum protection against bacteria 
 Triple layer insulation on shell, cabinet & ABS base

 -  Optional Upgrades   - Cover Lifter 
                                      - Steps 

Key Features Included

Pressure divert for increased jet pressure

Stainless steel jets

Top mount filter and Ozone filtration

Large internal LED moodlight
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Alpine Spa-A500 Technical Specifications


